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**Synopsis**

This was very helpful to help our daughter with her homework
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**Customer Reviews**

As already stated, if you're homeschooling, this book really isn't necessary. It looks exactly like the student text, except in the back instead of giving the answers to only odd numbers (which the student text does), it lists ALL the answers. Now, if you're a math genius, that may be all you need. However, I found it way more helpful to have the solution's manual (paperback, Algebra 1/2 2e Solution Manual (Saxon Algebra)) which SHOWS step by step how to solve the problem. I am pretty comprehensive of math, but for those few problems that stump me, it's worth having the solution's manual instead of this textbook. By the way.... this is a textbook, NOT a paperback.

If you purchase the student text and the solutions manuel, the teacher edition really isn't needed. Especially if you are schooling less than 10 children.

Saxon is always top of the line in Math.

great, as listed
Excellent quality, fast service.
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